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1* Introduction*

In a series of preceding papers
1
)$

2
)>3) we have dealt with the trans-
ference between boundary value problems,
Dirichlet s and Neumann's problems,
for some domains of simple configu-
ration* The leading idea of these
papers is to reduce either of the
problems to another by means of an
elementary operation after suitably
modifying the boundary functions* The
method has been, indeed, once availed
by Myrberg for the unit circle *4/

On the other hand, we have dis-
cussed a boundary value problem of
mixed type for simply-connected
domains and derived an explicit
integral representation for the so-
lution of the problem in case of a
rectangle*5)

The purpose of the present paper is
to show that the method of transference
applies also to the mixed problem for
a rectangle, by establishing a con-
nection between this problem and an
associated Dirichlet problem* In
particular, an alternative way of
deriving the formula will be implied
for the solution of the mixed boundary
value problem*

2* Theorems*

We now state our theorems explaining
how the transference between the
boundary value problems under con-
sideration is to be performed*
Theorem 1 concerns the transference
from a mixed problem to Dirichlet
problem, while theorem 2 concerns the
transference of inverse order*

Theorem t Let, in the z—oc+iγ-
plane, a Dirichlet problem for a
basic rectangle

with the boundary condition

«tαt)=M.et), u(ig^t)=

(0<t

0)

be proposed. M ( t ) , JNΓCt), PCs) and
QX.%) being supposed bounded and con-
tinuous in their respective intervals
of definition* Solve by ur(%) (with
bounded ytf(Z)/d%) an associated
mixed boundary value problem with
the boundary condition

designating the differentiation
along inward normal* The solution
U.CZ) of the original Dirichlet
problem is then given by

Proof* Harmonicity of VJ%) follows
immediately from that of <u;(fc) It i s
also immediate that the boundary con-
dition for flUfc) along the horizontal
sides X = S and ί^S-KΛC (lgl<s<0)
i s fulfilled* That the boundary con-
dition for -ttCfc) along the vertical
sides Z—it and Z^lgi+it ( 0 < ΐ < χ )
is also fulfi l led may be shown as
follows* Let %(Z) be a function
bounded and harmonic in the half-
plane X<0 and satisfying the boundary
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condition

(t<0

The function ΊiΓfX)-vΓ
0
(χ) then

possesses the vanishing boundary
value along the side Z=^lt (0<t<

/
rc)

and hence it is prolongable harmoni-
cally across this segment. In parti-
cular, there holds a relation

as Z tends to it (0<t<
/
?c) along any

path within A,* Gb the other hand
6
',

w
o
(%) is representable by means of

Poisson formula in the form

Differentiation with respect to
leads to

whence follows, after integration by
parts,

It would be noted that, in the
mixed boundary value problem for
αιr(^), its boundary functions along
the vertical sides may be modified by
any additive constants* In fact,
addition of constants A

o
 and ^ to

the boundary functions along the sides
%,—lt and %=-lg^^t C O < t <

/
^ ) ,

respectively, produces merely an
additive quantity V<*i~*o^/lgt
for vs(Z) which has no effect upon

/

For later purpose, it will be
convenient to replace the transferring
equation contained in theorem 1 by an
equivalent complex form* Let f(X) and
iJXy be analytic functions whose real
parts coincide with <&c(fc5 and
respectively Then the equation

/ is equivalent to

0L> being a real constant. Further-
more, the last-stated cαnplex form
leads to a brief formulation of a
rather interesting procedure which
inverts the relationship involved in
theorem l

Theorem 2 Let a mixed boundary
value problem for the rectangle &
with the boundary condition

(0 < t

The last term, the minus sign in-
clusive, being a Poisson Integral for
the left half-plane with boundary
value 9ur

0
ωyat==MCt) for 0<t<τt (and

3UΓ
o
6Ct)/at=r0 otherwise), it approaches

jvLct) as x tends to <-t (0<t<τc)
along any path within ft,, while the
integrated part then approaches zero*
Consequently, we conclude that, as
Z-+it (0<t<τo) , there holds

Quite similarly, we can conclude that,
as Z-*lg<i+jit CO<U<

/
TL), there holds

be proposed, where MCt") and U(tJ are
both supposed to possess bounded con-
tinuous derivatives in 0 < t < x while
f(s) and CLCS) are supposed merely
bounded and continuous inlg<[

/
<s<0

 #

Solve by <JL(X)=9if(Z'), ί(Λ) being
analytic, an associated Dirichlet
problem with the boundary condition

(0 < t

=Pίs ), tecs + ̂ x)= -α(s)
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s<o).

The solution Ί A Γ O O = 0 V £ θ O of the
original mixed boundary value problem
is then given by

o

(L and -6- being real constants to be
determined suitably according to the
choice of an arbitrary additive imagi-
nary constant in f C O and of an
arbitrary point Z

o
 € A and -£' an

inessential real constant.
Proof Harmonicity as well as

boundedness of wCty— φjj£) is immedi-
ate» Differentiation of the equation
in the theorem leads to

whence follows, by separating the
imaginary parts of both members,

Consequently, there hold the limit
relations

0).

On the other hand, by separating the
real parts of both members of the
equation itself in the theorem, we
obtain

-r
where we put ^ - x

o
 +^^

o
» Consequent-

ly* ^^ S
e
^ the limit relations

= Γ
W(Lt)

t

J

Thus, it is enough to determine (L and
i- such that they satisfy linear equa-
tions

J
Basud on its own nature, we have

supposed in the last theorem that the
boundary functions IVL(t) and N(t) are
continuously differentiate* It seems
practically superfluous when one con-
siders the mixed boundary value pro-
blem aloneo As shown below, this re-
striction is, indeed, omissible*

3 Explicit formulas«

Explicit formulas for the solutions
of both kinds of boundary value pro-
blems under consideration can be and
really have been already derived by
attacking them separately« We now
proceed to transfer either of the
formulas into another*

Let iUx)~TΛΓC^H^UτCc) be an
analytic function regular and bounded
in the rectangle

and satisfying the same boundary con-
dition of the mixed type as stated in
theorem 1, i* e«

-J

Mίt), N O O , fcs) and αCs) being
supposed bounded and continuous in
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their respective intervals of defi-
nition*

Based on a formula derived in a
previous paper", there holds an
integral representation

to

J
Hi

Differentiation with respect to Z
leads to

where d
0
 designates a real constant

defined by

where the notations from Weierstrassian
theory of elliptic functions refer to
those with primitive periods

and c denotes any real constant* By
inserting the boundary values, the
representation becomes, after integ-
ration by parts,

CHίt7-JSΓft»Λt

- ^ ift(MCt)-Mt))Λ

but the actual value of CL
0
 is ines~

sential for our present purpose since
it will be mixed up into a new arbi~
trary constant

 %

Thus, in view of theorem 1, the
solution <JL(X)= %iC5C) of a Dirichlet
problem with boundary condition

tt.cs) ̂

(0 <t
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is given by fCato—iM*} except an with which we now start
 β
>

additive inessential purely imaginary
constant, for which we have derived Integration with respect to

the expression
 l β a d 8 t o

- ί
o

+ Γ
b
 whence further follows, by integration

"~A.AJ by parts,
A being any real constant*

We now turn our attention to the
problem of inverting the procedure
explained above which will be rather
interesting* Let /fe) = u,(£) -flu-M
be an analytic function regular and
bounded in the rectangle Jζ and satis-
fying the boundary condition

(β<t

^7C)= - Q.CS)

n
 Thus, in view of theorem 2, the

solution 1^00= 'KX(fc) of a mixed
M 'ft) and jtf'(t) denoting the derive boundary value problem with boundary
tives of M.(t) and N(t), respective- condition
ly, and being supposed, together with . ...
PCs) and GUS), bounded and continu- W U t ^ M f t ) , 'UΓtig^D
oust in their respective intervals of
definition* The solution icte)=fl(i(£) (0 <t
is given by a formula

f
is given by the relation

X-vS)-ζαz+^))^s L <L
f
 * and </ being real constants,

I J and we have thus derived the βv-and we have thus derived the ex-
pression
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where A and β are real constants to
be determined suitably and B' is an
inessential real constant.

Now, it is readily shown that there
hold the limit equations

=R(t)+β,

Hence the constants A and β are
determined such as

•r

Consequently, we obtain the desired
formula in the final form

tlz)

f

c being any real constant*

4 Supplementary remarks.

The formula obtained at the end of
the preceding section has been derived,
indeed, under supposition that ϊΛ(t)
and N(t) are boundedly and continuous-
ly differentiable in 0 < t < ^ How-
ever, as previously remarked, it re-
mains valid provided these boundary
functions are merely supposed to be
bounded and continuous there*

In fact, by Weierstrass
1
 theorem,

any given functions KCt") and JtfXt)
bounded and continuous in the open
interval 0<t<τc can be approximated
there by polynomials uniformly in the
wider sense* Let 6 be any assigned
positive number, and M

ε
C t ) and N

t
Ct)

be approximating polynomials such that
there hold for

|N
t
(t)-N(t>|

and moreover that M.(t) and NtCt)
are bounded for O^tύΊZ uniformly
with respect to &• Let further iιζ(z)
designate the solution of the approxi-
mate problem obtained by replacing
MCt) and tf(t) by M ε ( t ) and N* CO,
respectively* The function ^(ao-vrc^)
possessing the vanishing normal deriva-
tive along the sides- Jz~0 and Jz=^τt,
% t < fll'*- < ° , i t i s prolongable har-
monically throughout the strip lσift
<0, ~oo<Jz<oo, Moreover, there
holds an estimation

where K designates an upper bound of
IM t(i)-M(t)| •+ lNεCt)~JsfCt)l which is
independent of V and ^Ccz ε) the har-
monic measure of four segments J
and 7C-£ ^ J ^ ^ T C , ^ ί t = 0 and
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Since, as £->0? 7Jx
 }
 ε) tends to zero

uniformly in the wider sense in .R
v
,

tλΓ($c) is approximated byu^Ccc) also
uniformly in the wider sense in jL*
Consequently, we thus conclude that
the expression for ΉΓ(£) remains valid
provided the boundary functions are
merely supposed to be bounded and con-
tinuous in their interval of defi-
nition*

Finally we state a further supple-
mentary remark» For the sake of
brevity^ we have restricted ourselves
throughout the present paper to the
case where the boundary functions
under consideration are bounded and
continuous* However, an inverse
problem m y be eons idle red In fact,
every integral representation dealt
with in the present paper defines a
harmonic function provided these
boundary functions are integrable in
their respective intervals of defi-
nition* It will be readily shown that
every function thus defined satisfies
a respective boundary condition almost
everywhere at any rate and further
surely at every point of continuity
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